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Abstract: Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) has successfully solved the black box paradox of
Artificial Intelligence (AI). By providing human-level insights on AI, it allowed users to understand
its inner workings even with limited knowledge of the machine learning algorithms it uses. As a
result, the field grew, and development flourished. However, concerns have been expressed that
the techniques are limited in terms of to whom they are applicable and how their effect can be
leveraged. Currently, most XAI techniques have been designed by developers. Though needed
and valuable, XAI is more critical for an end-user, considering transparency cleaves on trust and
adoption. This study aims to understand and conceptualize an end-user-centric XAI to fill in the
lack of end-user understanding. Considering recent findings of related studies, this study focuses on
design conceptualization and affective analysis. Data from 202 participants were collected from an
online survey to identify the vital XAI design components and testbed experimentation to explore the
affective and trust change per design configuration. The results show that affective is a viable trust
calibration route for XAI. In terms of design, explanation form, communication style, and presence of
supplementary information are the components users look for in an effective XAI. Lastly, anxiety
about AI, incidental emotion, perceived AI reliability, and experience using the system are significant
moderators of the trust calibration process for an end-user.

Keywords: explainable AI; XAI; artificial intelligence; AI; interpretable deep learning; machine
learning; computer vision; affective design; emotions; end-user design

1. Introduction

Recent breakthroughs in algorithmic techniques and the complementary development
of more capable computing tools have exponentially progressed the artificial intelligence
(AI) field. These advancements have boosted AI’s analytical power, enabling convolution to
take on more cognitively demanding tasks [1,2]. As an effect, AI can now be seen powering
different systems, for multitudes of uses, and at varying levels of human augmentation.

While the added utility that AI can potentially bring is undeniably beneficial, un-
fortunately, it also detriments the possible adoption of users to it. Why? Because these
advancements were realized by sacrificing AI’s interpretability or the ability to understand
how and why the AI came up with its recommendations. This stems from using complex
algorithms (i.e., machine learning—ML and deep learning—DL) that are inherently incom-
prehensible [3]. In return, it restricts how trust [4–8] and subsequent reliance [9] can be
calibrated accurately, given that users are unaware of AI’s actual inner workings. This often
leads to over-trusting an incapable AI or, at worst, abandoning a reliable AI, which is a
pressing issue considering how society frames AI’s role in the future [10,11].

So, why do the experts that developed the algorithms not just provide the explanations?
As simple as it seems, this will not work as AI functions similarly to human brains [12].
Evolution will happen as it learns, creates rules, contextualizes, and eventually adapts to
gain performance. Because of this, new parameters (“hidden layers” in the context of ML)
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that are not originally part of the understandable design are added to the system, making it
inexplainable to all users, including the developers [13]. For this reason, the issue is often
tagged as the black box paradox of AI [14].

As a workaround solution, the innovative field of explainable AI (XAI) has been intro-
duced. Rather than entirely unpacking the algorithms that the AI uses, which is difficult, it
focuses on providing human-level explanations conceptualized from the comprehensible
facets of the AI [15]. It centers on the AI’s purpose, process, and performance to grant
cognitive resources [16,17] to help developers [18] (e.g., troubleshooting, understanding
limitations, and improving performance) and to answer critical questions raised by an
end-user [19]. Often, this is in the form of visualization tools embedded in the AI interface
for interaction [20].

Take image recognition, for instance, which is one of the first, most prominent, and
well-researched AI domains. XAI is being used as an alternative in explaining the thinking
process of the AI (e.g., heat maps, feature examples, rule explanations, etc.). This makes the
complex analysis per bitmap (i.e., geometric coding and pattern analysis) [21] comprehen-
sible and deducible for trust and reliance assessment for adoption [22,23]. As a result, more
demanding tasks (e.g., self-driving cars with visualization, facial recognition with saliency
maps, etc.) are being unlocked and adopted across different functions [20]. This goes the
same with other domains, which saw positive changes upon using XAI [15].

The benefits from XAI have encouraged many scholars to expand the field by develop-
ing newer techniques, with the majority taking on the challenge of providing a deeper and
more accurate representation of AI’s complex inner workings (e.g., Deterministic Local In-
terpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations, Shapley Additive Explanation, and Quantitative
Testing with Concept Activation Vectors) [8,15]. As a result, most of the research has cen-
tered on what information XAI should carry, or focused on its role as a cognitive repository
of explanation [24,25]. Although this is theoretically useful given the field’s infancy and
rapidly expanding AI use cases, the spotlight from current research has underrepresented
the end-users and centered more on the developers [26–28].

Three foundational aspects can be synthesized from the current research stream that
supports the claim. First, expertise with ML and DL is needed to understand current XAI
techniques, which a typical end-user does not have [18,19]. Next, the goal is often directed
at improving AI’s algorithm [29,30] and not on an end-user’s fundamental goal of triggering
adoption and its prerequisite of trust. Lastly, current techniques were mainly viewed as a
cognitive resource rather than a bridge in human–computer interaction (HCI) [25,31]. This
means that little to nothing is known about how XAIs are perceived by an end-user when
embedded in an AI, considering its inherent characteristics. With the limited understanding
of the end-user context, this can cause a significant threat to the trajectory of AI’s role in
society, viz., possibly halting the advantages AI can bring to the day-to-day life of humans.

Considering the gap in the context of end-user XAI, this study is proposed to an-
swer the question: “How to create an end-user-centric XAI?”. As pointed out by re-
cent works, people are approaching XAI with the same attitude of expectation they are
employing towards another human [32–34]. This entails that, in using XAI, interaction
process (how the stimuli were used), structure (how it is presented), and variability (pos-
sible external influences) can play essential roles in making a judgment (i.e., trust and
reliance) [29,31,33,35–37]—aspects that have been limited in existing XAI research. With
that, the problem will be examined following the objectives:

• Determine how an end-user calibrates trust from XAI.
• Identify the factors that can significantly change how trust can be calibrated.
• Examine possible moderating factors that can affect the calibration process.
• How do external factors moderate the effect of XAI in the calibration process?

The remainder of this paper is divided into six sections. The next section presents the
background of the study. Sections 3–5 confer the experiment design, give the data-gathering
results, and discuss the findings with respective recommendations based on the study’s
objectives. Finally, the last section closes the paper with the conclusion.
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2. Review of Related Literature

Using this idea and the different theories in other spaces that similarly examined
cognitive-based stimuli, this study aims to address the problem through the interaction
lens in terms of the trust calibration process, design for the structure, and external limits
for influences.

2.1. Trust Calibration

Trust calibration is a dynamic process as it encompasses different dimensions (e.g.,
performance, reliability, predictability, etc.), and can be processed on various routes. In
the study conducted by Lee and See [38], they identified three possible ways to tune trust
based on rationality, societal belief or norms, and engagement of emotions. They devised
these routes as cognitive and affective routes. Cognitive can be further broken down as
analytic and analogic. The applicability of the routes mainly depends on the available
information, the relationship between the trustee and trustor, and how the information can
be elaborated in that situation.

2.1.1. Cognitive Trust Calibration

If trust is formed from a rational evaluation of a trustee’s salient behavior, this is
considered analytic processing [39]. This method overstates cognitive capacities as a
limitation for rationality, and understates the influence of emotions and strategies for
trust formation. This functions as knowledge-based processing, relying on a function-
based mental model of the system such as with motivation, interests, performance, and
capabilities [38]. Further, knowledge can be sourced through direct observation, possible
intermediaries, and presumptions available to the trustor.

On the other hand, if trustworthiness is determined based on societal norms, reputable
opinions, or any enabling information without direct contact, analogic processing is con-
sidered. This method heavily assumes that trust can be developed as an offset of belief
from significant intermediaries and not on the direct experience from the system being
considered. This is less cognitively taxing than analytic processing and mainly uses rules
and presumptions [39].

2.1.2. Affective Trust Calibration

Aside from cognitive, another way to calibrate trust is via emotions or how people
feel. As the name implies, affective processing is strictly based on the emotions generated
by and toward the entity [39]. Compared to the analytical and analogical of cognitive
processing, this method minimizes the need for rational cues and prioritizes how people
feel about the system—the core influence of trust on behavior [40]. In addition, this route
mainly focuses on moment-to-moment trust—subjected to intrinsic and environmental
factors—since emotion tends to fluctuate over time (e.g., expectation does not conform to
the ongoing experience). In the simplest terms, the core belief on this route is that people
think and feel trust.

Lee & See [38], in their well-cited HCI study, propose the idea of the affective route sug-
gesting that trust might also be induced by irrational factors, such as emotions and moods
(additional discussion is presented in the Affect section). Operationally, this leverages the
user’s emotional responses to the stimuli rather than its intellectual or cognitive resources.
The idea is deeply rooted in the social science paradigm, which argues that in an interaction,
aside from the cognitive gain, people can also develop affective states (e.g., positive or
negative mood, happy, sad, confused, and scared emotions), which can be infused in the
evaluation of the trustee’s abilities, competence, and trustworthiness [41–44]. These can run
as short-term emotions or long-term moods, allowing them to act as continuously shifting
influences that continually alter perception and trigger the mental processes that lead to
particular behaviors [45,46].

Madsen & Gregor [47] also pointed out that affective processing can calibrate trust
more rapidly and unconsciously; needs little to no cognitive resources; and can also be
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developed outside the interaction from the stimuli (e.g., disposition or personality), which
makes the argument of it being dominant over cognitive processing. For example, Myers &
Tingley’s [48] money trust game identified that negative emotions (i.e., anxiety and fear)
could decrease trust, but only if those negative emotions make people feel less sure about
their current situation. Conversely, people tend to trust more if they experience positive
emotions even though the game presents a certainty of losing. In hospitality research, Jin
& Merkebu [49] found that in an upscale restaurant, positive emotion significantly led to
higher customer trust and gratitude even in varying conditions of service (i.e., fast and slow
serving time). Fundamentally, people navigating through the affective route can decide not
to trust simply because of uneasy feelings that cannot be explained rationally, or by trusting
a system due to a particular emotion that developed during the moment of interaction.

2.1.3. Synthesis for Trust Calibration

Relating this processing to XAI, current research has focused on cognitive processing.
As presented previously, the running hypothesis in the research stream is that interpretabil-
ity has a direct relationship with the depth of cognitive information it provides. More so,
all the identified goals for XAI are regressed against its cognitive aspect. For example, by
allowing people to think, they will understand that AI is trustworthy.

On the contrary, affective processing is still an area to be explored for XAI trust
calibration. As of the writing of this paper, there are no studies that tried to evaluate the
affective ability of XAI to calibrate trust. At the very least, there are pieces of evidence
showing the ability of XAI to engender emotions. For instance, Jensen et al. [50] successfully
classified four primary affective states out of the nineteen pre-identified emotions, which
include hostility, positivity, anxiety, and loneliness, by showing additional explanations
of the process and performance of a drone AI system. Albayram et al.’s [51] work on
safety-critical AI systems factored negative individualistic emotion, positive emotion, and
negative prosocial emotions as the three main states out of 44 pre-identified emotions upon
subjects’ exposure to the explanation of role and criticality of the situation. By examining
human facial reactions and signals (i.e., brow, cheek, and lips movement), Guerdan et al. [52]
successfully identified that emotions such as happiness and anger are manifested when
people interact with XAI interfaces.

There are also pieces of evidence showing the emotion–trust relationship for XAI. For
example, eight pictures depicting positive or negative moods were used by Phillips and
Madhavan [53] to manipulate the participants’ initial emotional state. Their experiment
determined that users with positive moods are more susceptible to trust AI recommenda-
tions than negative moods. Merritt (2011) and Du et al. (2020) used affectively laden video
clips (i.e., happy, sad, scary) to prime the emotional status of the participants. The former
suggests that the decision-making process is driven emotionally rather than rationally,
while the latter proved that positive valence led to better takeover quality. Gompei &
Umemuro [54] discovered that trust towards utility information (e.g., instructions for a
task, explanations from an event) from social robots is developed via the affective route.
Specifically, the degree of feelings is directly correlated to the trust towards the information
and the robots (i.e., positive emotion leads to higher trust). For automated computer warn-
ings, Buck et al. [55] found that the quality of cognitive information presented by the alerts
was not the primary determinant of trust. Affective state fundamentally calibrated the trust
stance of users with positive affect building more trust than other developed emotions
such as anxiety, hostility, and loneliness. Bernardo & Tangsoc [56] identified that trust seals
(i.e., certification showing payment assurance) serve as affective cues rather than cognitive
stimuli. As verified from the post hoc interview, exposed people developed a sense of
happiness and confidence which triggered trust formation. For intelligent personal assis-
tants, Chen & Park [57] determined that even if it is intended to deliver factual responses,
trust is primarily calibrated based on the feeling of positive social attraction rather than the
correctness of the information it provides.
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2.2. Emotional or Affective Design

With the consideration of the affective path approach, emotional design, also known
as affective design, is considered. This is a research field concerned with creating designs
that elicit emotions from users to trigger specific behavior [58,59]. This attempts to define
the subjective emotional relationships between users and stimuli and explore the affective
properties that intend to communicate through their design attributes [46,60]. In other
words, the idea is to identify a specific design element that can potentially engender a
particular emotion that will lead to a specific change in the target behavior. This concept has
been used in a variety of domains such as in the user interface of children’s e-learn to create
positive attachment [61]; computer game design to enhance enjoyment and happiness [62];
eco-labels to promote positive affect which triggers purchase intention [63]; social robots
to enhance positive perception and preference [35]; and trash bin signages to encourage
waste segregation [64] to name a few.

In the timeline of affective design, the three most influential works were proposed by
Norman [65], Jordan [66], and Khalid & Helander [67]. Conceptually, the ideas differ in
how they approach design and scale its potential effect.

2.2.1. Three Levels of Processing

The Three Levels of Processing by Norman [65] views affective design in conjunction
with how the human brain processes design during an interaction. It is divided into
three categories which flex from a surface-level view of the design features, an experiential
of its overall package, to an analytical approach that uses experience. Respectively, these
are categorized as visceral, behavioral, and reflective designs.

Of the three, the lowest level is visceral. This encapsulates the distinctive visual
aspects of the design, such as color, size, texture, shape, or any figurative element of the
design critical to its aesthetic value. Considering XAI as an example, visceral design is
concerned with how the attributes are presented, the theme of the images, the font size of
the explanations, or the thickness of the elements in a graph. Because of this scope, it uses
automatic or pre-wired processing that makes rapid and straightforward decisions on the
stimuli through pattern matching—appealing to the immediate emotional response to how
the user intuitively perceives the design.

The next level is behavioral design, which values an experiential view of the design. It
operates on the performance and functionality of the design over its superficial appearance.
Conceptually, this functions in parallel with traditional usability engineering, meaning
designs are invested in how users carry out their activities, how accurately they achieve
their objectives, how many times and errors can be committed, or how well the design
accommodates different types of users. Relating again to XAI, this level of design is
concerned mainly with whether the user absorbed the explanations to perceive a certain
level of trust or its subsequent reliance behavior.

Lastly, the highest level is reflective design. Compared to the first two, this leverages
more past experiences and knowledge rather than real-time design evaluation, using
developed interest or learned preferences for design. Traditionally, this is related to the
message the design sends to the user, which is evaluated on its parity with the self-image
the user wants to project. With that, reflective design is approached more consciously,
weighing its pros and cons according to a more rational side. In the context of XAI, this
can be a design based on the user’s personal preference grown over the interaction with
other explanations. For example, a user might prefer a heatmap due to their visual skills
and personal belief that it is better than other forms of explanation.

2.2.2. Four Pleasures

Another way that affective design has been categorized is with the Four Pleasures by
Jordan [66]. In this categorization, the main premise is that it emphasizes pleasure above
all else. Meaning, functionality, an aspect that is heavily considered in the proposal of
Norman [65], is not explicitly reflected. This is developed based on the known types of
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pleasures from an anthropological perspective, divided into four types: physio-, socio-,
psycho-, and ideo-pleasure.

Physio-pleasure is an affect developed from the appreciation of the senses. For XAI,
since it is presented as an explanation in the interface of the AI system, it highly leverages
the sense of sight—how visually appealing the design is to deliver pleasure. On the other
hand, socio-pleasure stems from the interaction with others—whether it follows a certain
norm or is socially accepted. Operationally, this can be how XAI design resonates with the
well-accepted or favored way of giving explanations. For instance, for visual search tasks,
a visual feature-based explanation is better than a verbal one, which is socially acceptable.
If the focus is on the cognitive caveat of the stimuli, psycho-pleasure is considered. In
the context of XAI, this relates to the cognitive ability (i.e., memory, stress, workload) of
the user on how it should be designed to limit its negative effect. This can be performed
by simplifying the load presented or selecting a different form of explanation. Lastly,
idea-pleasure involves the user’s values and beliefs in appreciating the design. For XAI,
this mostly resonates with the aesthetic taste, which is relatively the same as the reflective
design of Norman [65].

2.2.3. Framework for Affective Customer Needs

Lastly, another foundational idea used in affective design for categorization is Khalid
& Helander’s [67] Framework for Affective Customer Needs. Relative to the first two, it
was developed based on empirical results from an extensive survey rather than a parallel
view from an anthropological phenomenon (i.e., brain functions for the three levels of
processing and pleasure class for the four pleasures). They used a survey to rate product
features and then categorized them using factor analysis. Their results factored three
generic categories of user preference: holistic attributes, styling, and functional design.
Their study highlighted that familiarity differs from users’ stance on design appreciation.

Holistic attributes can be thought of as the gestalt of the product. This means that
designs are viewed as packages rather than specific components. Designs in this catego-
rization are from products unknown to the user. In the context of XAI, these are users
not familiar with the basic functionality of the system and the explanation itself. On the
other hand, if the design prioritization is on specific details, this often falls on styling. This
focuses on specific attributes such as colors, shapes, and sizes. The specificity is highly
attributable to the user’s familiarity with the product in consideration. If the familiar users
are way past the aesthetic quality of the design, they can dive into the functional level,
which relates to the types of tasks the product works for the user. For XAI, this can be
whether the explanation is appropriate in the given context.

2.2.4. Synthesis of Emotional or Affective Design

The different levels of design discussed, with some overlapping, showed what aspect
of design specific users consider given their varying characteristics. Considering this, the
study will mainly focus on the design attribute types rather than specific design components
of it (i.e., color, size, and shape). This decision is driven primarily by two points. First,
since there had been no study on affective design for XAI, a higher-level approach will be
beneficial as an output to be used for future studies. Identifying which among XAI form
types of work is more encompassing than a specific design component that can observe
certain reservations. The second point follows the familiarity aspect raised by Khalid &
Helander [67], wherein novice users—the focus of this study—value holistic attributes
rather than specific styling.

2.3. Proposed Model and Hypothesis

Overall, the synthesis from the review of the related literature highlights the study’s
setup. As for the interaction, this study will deviate from the running hypothesis of the
cognitive route. Mainly, this study will center on the experience beyond the rational view
through affective calibration. The XAI emotion set (XES) of Bernardo & Seva [68] will be
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used to measure changes. Coinciding with this, for the design, the study will value the
principle of emotional design. This leverages design saliency to trigger emotions or how
stimuli present their different design attributes. Following the end-user-centric approach, a
pre-study will be performed to identify these design attributes. Lastly, for limitations, the
study will consider both AI and user properties following the role of XAI in the interaction
and qualitative claims from other HCI studies [55,69,70]. This will include AI anxiety,
incidental emotions, trust disposition, and XAI experience for human factors, while also
AI reliability, learning capability, brand, and experience for AI factors. To encapsulate the
synthesis from the review of the related literature and the overall plan of this study, an XAI
Trust Calibration Model (XAITC) model is proposed (see Figure 1). This builds upon the
synthesized framework for XAI research from a user model perspective of Haque et al. [25].
Each path will be tested as a separate hypothesis to confirm the model.
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Figure 1. XAI Trust Calibration Model.

By answering the objectives, the end goal is to provide the following contributions to
the field of XAI:

• Being the first study to verify how trust calibration from XAI happens through the
lens of an end-user.

• Valuing the importance of the user-centered approach, this study shed light on the
user’s view of XAI design composition and its perceived importance in explaining
and possibly building the theories for XAI trust research.

• Based on the results of this study, different insights on how XAI can be designed are
generated, which can potentially be used to leverage the effects of emotions.

• By understanding the dynamics of external factors, better situational use of XAI can
be created.

3. Materials and Methods

To test the proposed hypothesis, viz., to analyze the objectives of the study, an asyn-
chronous experiment was designed and carried out. The goal was to simulate an interaction
with XAI by using an existing AI-powered system. This was performed using an exper-
imental testbed where different design combinations were prompted to the user in a
between-subject design. Data that were recorded were based on the independent variables
from the XAITC model.

To guide the development, a pre-study was conducted with four primary goals: (1) to
identify the most familiar AI to avoid alienation, (2) to decide the design setup to minimize
the undesirable effect of negative user experience, (3) to determine the design attributes
of XAI considered to be necessary by users, and (4) to identify the configurations of the
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moderators. Data were collected from an online survey answered by 312 current AI users.
For idea validation and feasibility assessment, results were run through a focus group
discussion comprised of six AI developers and six user experience designers.

The conclusion was to use image classification AI as a use-context, with the Google
Lens application as the template for the overall composition and logic flow. For the XAI,
three design attributes were selected. Notably, (1) the explanation form or how XAI
is presented, (2) the communication style for the explanation, and (3) the presence of
supplementary information. Two levels per design attribute were considered based on the
enumeration of Jian et al. [71].

For the AI features, reliability was set to differ from 70% for low and 90% for high.
Learning capability defaulted to pure conditions. As for the brand, Google was selected to
be the name to represent high-reputation AI. Lastly, for the time experience, two days was
deemed optimal. All in all, 64 designs (26) were tested. Take note that time experience was
not considered as part of the factorial computation given that it is not a design input but a
moment of recording. Table 1 summarizes all design configurations for the experiment.

Table 1. Experimental design configurations.

Component Variable # of Levels Configurations

XAI Design
Explanation Form 2 Feature, Example

Communication Style 2 Humanized, Robotic
Supplementary Information 2 With, Without

AI Features

AI Reliability 2 Low (70%), High (90%)
Learning Capability 2 Yes, No

Brand 2 Google, Generic
Time Experience 2 Day 1, Day 2

3.1. Participants

The snowball convenience sampling method was used for the data gathering. Initial
leads were generated from direct invitations of peers and promotional ads posted in various
social networking groups. Qualifications were set as being able to communicate in English,
being at least 18 years old, having a normal or corrected-to-normal vision without any
color blindness issues, and with experience using any AI-powered system. Considering
the nature of the study, being not emotionally depressed was also a requirement to limit
bias and skewness. This, however, was not posted as part of the advertisement material to
avoid discrimination. Further discussion on how these requirements were confirmed will
be given in the next section.

Technical requirements were also specified to facilitate the experiment effectively
in remote conditions. Particularly, having a smartphone with at least 1080 × 1920 pixel
resolution without any screen issues, internet connectivity of at least 5 Mbps, an updated
web browser app, and availability of area conducive to the experiment. Additionally, they
were required to have at least 30 min of uninterrupted time to perform the test for two days.
A token worth 100 PHP (~2.00 USD) plus a performance bonus ranging from 25 PHP to
50 PHP was guaranteed in exchange for their complete involvement.

Considering the overarching goal of the paper of testing the relationships involved
in the trust calibration of an end-user from XAI through the proposed XAITC model,
as well as to attain a statistically capable data set, the minimum sample size was set to
152 participants. This was evaluated based on the principles set by Kline [72] for structural
assessment and the result of the priori-power sample computation established from the
guidelines of Westland [73] and Cohen [74]; the setup was at 0.3 anticipated effect size,
0.85 desired statistical power level, and 0.05 alpha level.

3.2. Measurements

Data were captured through an online questionnaire and an experimental testbed.
The former requested the control (i.e., demographics, disposition, and situational factors)
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and independent variables (i.e., depressive state and incidental emotions), while the latter
enabled the manipulation of XAI design attributes to measure changes from the interaction.
Both tools were designed to be accessed through a web browser, with English being its
default language.

3.2.1. Online Questionnaire

A three-section online questionnaire was developed and hosted through Google Forms.
The first section functioned as the preliminary, where the overview, general instruction, and
data consent clause were detailed. It also carried the yes-or-no screening test for English
language competence, age restriction, visual acuity, and AI experience. As for the depressive
state, the Mood and Feeling Questionnaire (MFQ) developed by Angold & Costello [75] was
used. Moving on, the second part requested demographic and dispositional information.
Age, gender, educational attainment, occupation, and income were the identified controls.
For the disposition, trust assessment by Frazier et al. [76] and AI anxiety measurement by
Wang & Wang [37] were contextually used. Finally, the last section inquired about AI plus
XAI experiences and incidental emotions. The years of experience were in a multiple-choice
form, while four new seven-point Likert questions were developed to measure incidental
emotions. The XAI emotion set (XES) of Bernardo & Seva [68] was used as the reference for
the different emotion groups.

3.2.2. Experiment Testbed

The three-sectioned testbed was built using Figma and was hosted through the Quant-
UX prototyping site. The first section handled the instruction and examples, with three
practice trials available. This was followed by the second section, which carried the main
image classification task. The general workflow is as follows: (1) the participants will first
select the image from the gallery, (2) the AI will generate its recommendation and explain
its decision-making, and (3) the participants will decide on whether to agree or provide
their classification as a measurement for their reliance. Take note that the correctness of
recognition was not disclosed as the testbed’s purpose was limited to recommendation and
machine learning. Finally, the third section features the rating scale sliders for the integral
emotions, measured like the incidental emotions mentioned earlier. Figure 2 presents
sample screenshots of the testbed.
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The user experience, grammar, spelling, and interface of both tools were pre-tested
with nine current AI users, three English language experts, and four app developers. Rec-
ommendations were implemented before its use for the main experiment. In addition, factor
consistency and validity of the newly introduced questionnaire for incidental emotions
were checked.

3.3. Procedure

There are three phases in data-gathering: pre-experiment onboarding, main experi-
ment, and post-experiment analysis.

3.3.1. Pre-Experiment Onboarding

The experiment started with the participants attending a synchronous online onboard-
ing via Facebook Group Call. The focus was to relay the general instructions, check the
setup requirements, present the data confidentiality, and explain the priming condition. In
particular, the scenario was that an NGO hired the participants to help recognize pictures of
different species in the Philippines saved in their database. To aid them, an image recogni-
tion AI system was developed that could give recommendations on what species the photos
contain. Participants were allowed to use it or provide their own. The onboarding ended
with the measurement tool links shared with the participants for asynchronous access.

3.3.2. Main Experiment

The main experiment started with the participants accessing the online questionnaire.
They were allowed to do it anytime as long as they finished it uninterruptedly. Upon
access, participants were prompted with the data agreement and screening questions.
Those who agreed and qualified were the only ones allowed to continue. Demographic
information was then requested from the participants, together with the rating for AI, XAI,
and incidental emotions-related questions. Once completed, participants were forwarded
randomly to any of the 24 designs of the XAI testbed.

The use of the XAI testbed started with the preliminaries: application information,
general instructions, and the recap of the priming scenario. Each participant was in-
structed to classify 50 random photos available in the application. This was performed
on two consecutive days (25 photos per day), with scores recorded to measure the per-
formance bonus for the compensation. After completing the required task, additional
instructions were given to the participants, plus the list of available schedules for the
voluntary post-experiment interview and mode of call.

3.3.3. Post-Experiment Analysis

After all the data were collected, the post-experiment analysis started. It centered
on analyzing experiment results, interviews, and token distribution. Initially, the data
were assessed for completeness and performance. Those who garnered at least 40 correct
classifications were tagged to receive an additional 25 PHP (~0.5 USD), while 50 PHP
(~1 USD) was intended for those who got all correct. Once finalized, the evaluation was sent
to the participants via their social media accounts and email. This contained information
on how the token will be distributed, the interview schedule for those who volunteered,
and the meeting access links. The interview focused on the reasoning for the answers on
the dependent variables.

3.4. Technique of Analysis

The analysis was principally driven by the two-stage methodology proposed by
Lowry & Gaskin [77] for Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) under a covariance-based
optimization. This technique was selected, primarily, because of its ability to deduce causal
relationships proposed in the objectives. In addition, it can estimate model parameters that
minimize residual variance [78], is insensitive to parametric conditions [79], and is suitable
for simultaneous analysis of the design constructs [80].
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Analysis was segmented into two main phases. The first part is for the confirmation
of the rigidity of the tool and the data it gathered. This was performed via factor analysis
and measured against convergent, discriminant, and fit measures. After confirmation, SEM
was performed which was further divided into mediation analysis to confirm the path of
calibration, direct analysis for the relationship between the design component and integral
emotions, and moderation analysis for the effect of incidental emotions and AI reliability.
All tests were assessed based on their statistical significance and rigidity.

As for the data management, representative figures were computed based on the
aggregate measurement from the initial trial up to the time considered. This adheres to
the recommendations by Yang et al. [81] on the detectable moment of difference (i.e., the
area under the curve). Since the method of use was SEM, design elements were coded
dichotomously (e.g., +1, −1) to represent change. For moderators, the multigroup test was
the approach used to parallel the objectives of the study. Particularly, for factors that used
the Likert scale, conversion is based on the midpoint.

The main program used was IBM’s Analysis of Moment Structure (AMOS) graphics
version 24. In addition, Design Expert (DX) version 13 was used to generate the design of
the experiment, and IBM’s Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS) version 25.0 was
used for all statistical tests outside SEM. For consistency, testing was held constant under a
p < 0.05 significance.

4. Results

The data gathering lasted for 15 days. Seven onboarding sessions were conducted,
with at most 40 participants per session. The cumulative time in the main experiment
lasted 40 min, with access happening between 11:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. There were
no recorded ethical concerns or testbed issues. As for the post-interview, 22.27% of the
participants joined, with an average call lasting 10 min. Lastly, those who scored 12 or
above on the MFQ were notified at most two days after the experiment and were referred
to a professional health organization.

4.1. Data Screening

All in all, 234 participated in the data gathering. After filtering, only 202 were consid-
ered for analysis as the data from those who failed the requirements, tested positive for the
depression test, and did not finish the experiment were removed.

The summary of the demographics is presented in Table 2. Structurally, the gender
count for those who disclosed was relatively the same (male—40.59% and female—44.55%),
with the majority belonging to the millennial age group (58.42%), followed by generation
X (22.77%), and generation Z (16.34%). Most were degree holders (vocational—9.41%;
college—68.81%; postgraduate—15.84%) and part of the working class (67.33%). Look-
ing at AI-related factors, the majority have at least five years of experience (more than
5 years—71.78%; 3 to 5 years—25.25%; less than 2 years—2.97%), with almost all having
previous interaction experience with an XAI (90.10%). For the moderators, most of the
participants reported positive incidental emotions (71.78%), used the high AI reliability
version (62.87%), and were recorded at the later stage of use (56.44%).

Table 2. Summary of subjects’ demographics.

Type Count % Type Count %

Age Educational Attainment
Gen Z (18 to 23) 33 16.34% Elementary 0 0.00%

Younger Millennial (24 to 30) 54 26.73% High School 12 5.94%
Older Millennial (31 to 39) 64 31.68% College 139 68.81%
Younger GenX (40 to 47) 36 17.82% Masters 25 12.38%

Older GenX (48 to 55) 10 4.95% PhD 7 3.47%
Younger Boomer (56-65) 5 2.48% Technical Vocational 19 9.41%
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Table 2. Cont.

Type Count % Type Count %

Gender Occupation
Male 82 40.59% Student 56 27.72%

Female 90 44.55% Employed (Full Time) 81 40.10%
Prefer not to say 30 14.85% Employed (Part-Time) 13 6.44%

Unemployed 9 4.46%
AI Experience Freelance/Contractor 20 9.90%

Laggards (Less than 1 year) 3 1.49% Self-employed 22 10.89%
Late Majority (1–2 years) 3 1.49% Retired 1 0.50%
Early Majority (3–4 years) 15 7.43%
Early Adopters (4–5 years) 36 17.82%

Innovators (More than 5 years) 145 71.78%

4.2. Exploratory Factor Analysis

Excellent results from the exploratory factor analysis (EFA) supported the use of the
designed questionnaire to capture the latent variables of AI anxiety, incidental emotion,
trust disposition, perceived usefulness, and perceived trust.

Primarily, the 0.919 Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) measure and significant Bartlett’s test
of sphericity (p < 0.001) highlighted the high proportion of variance among variables [82]
(see Table 3). This was further proven by the high communality extraction ranging between
0.947 and 0.958 and high cumulative variance for five component eigenvalue at 88.710%. As
for loadings, the proposed five dimensions were cleanly factored with high intercorrelation
scores (minimum of 0.731) and no significant cross-loadings under a principal component
analysis extraction at a varimax normalization (see Table 4). This highlighted that the
structure of the questions does not overlap due to its validity securing a highly stable
analysis [83].

Table 3. Internal consistency measures.

Consistency Measure Measurement

Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin Measure 0.919
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square 7055.358
df 253.000

Sig. <0.000 a

a Significant at p < 0.05.

Table 4. Rotated component matrix.

Dimension AI Anxiety Incidental
Emotion

Trust
Disposition

Perceived
Usefulness

Perceived
Trust

AIAnxietySocioTechnicalQ6 0.970
AIAnxietySocioTechnicalQ5 0.960
AIAnxietySocioTechnicalQ4 0.957

AIAnxietyLearningQ3 0.956
AIAnxietyConfigurationQ7 0.954

AIAnxietyLearningQ1 0.953
AIAnxietyConfigurationQ9 0.947

AIAnxietyLearningQ2 0.939
AIAnxietyConfigurationQ8 0.928

IncidentalEmotionQ1 0.937
IncidentalEmotionQ2 0.936
IncidentalEmotionQ4 0.929
IncidentalEmotionQ3 0.916
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Table 4. Cont.

Dimension AI Anxiety Incidental
Emotion

Trust
Disposition

Perceived
Usefulness

Perceived
Trust

TrustDispositionQ4 0.987
TrustDispositionQ2 0.979
TrustDispositionQ3 0.978
TrustDispositionQ1 0.978
PercUsefulnessQ3 0.868
PercUsefulnessQ2 0.849
PercUsefulnessQ1 0.759

TrustQ1 0.806
TrustQ2 0.761
TrustQ3 0.731

Note: Extraction method via principal component analysis; Rotation method via varimax with kaiser normaliza-
tion; Rotation converged in 6 iterations.

4.3. Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Same with the findings from the EFA, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) also attests to
the structure of the dimensions (see Table 5). From the model validity test, Cronbach’s alpha
and average variance explained (AVE) showed high reliability and convergent validity,
respectively, as all are above the threshold of 0.70 [84]. Moreover, divergent validity also
follows the same trend with minimum shared variance (MSV) being below AVE and
maximum reliability (MaxR(H)) being above 0.70 [83]. All of these were achieved at an
excellent fitted confirmatory model as highlighted in Table 6. Collectively, the measures
validated the questionnaire’s ability to explain incidental emotion and soundness to be
used for the hypothesis testing.

Table 5. Model validity measures.

Dimension CR AVE MSV MaxR(H)

AI Anxiety 0.988 0.904 0.101 0.989
Incidental Emotion 0.983 0.935 0.445 0.983
Trust Disposition 0.989 0.957 0.017 0.992

Perceived Usefulness 0.832 0.630 0.106 0.944
Perceived Trust 0.831 0.627 0.445 0.927

Note: CR—Cronbach’s alpha; AVE—average variance explained; MSV—minimum shared variance;
MaxR(H)—maximum reliability.

Table 6. Confirmatory factor analysis fit estimates.

Type Indices Estimate Threshold

Absolute Fit RMSEA 0.039 <0.06 [73]
SRMR 0.045 <0.08 [85]

Incremental Fit CFI 0.991 >0.95 [86]
NFI 0.961 >0.95 [85]

Parsimonious Fit χ2/df 1.301 1 to 3 [85]
Note: RMSEA—Root Mean Square Error of Approximation; SRMR—Standardized Root Mean Square Residua;
CFI—Comparative Fit Index; NFI—Normed Fit Index; χ2/df—Chi-squared per Degrees of Freedom

4.4. Structural Equation Modelling

A significant and good-fitting model was achieved from the 2000 bootstrapped SEM
run. As summarized in Table 7, all representative measures from the three types of fit
belong to the threshold limit. This highlighted the consistency of the data and its ability
to reproduce the hypothesized relationship. Further, there were no suggested additional
structural links from the main variables symbolizing a rigid model structure.
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Table 7. Structural equation model fit estimates.

Type Indices Estimate Threshold

Absolute Fit RMSEA 0.051 <0.06 [73]
SRMR 0.045 <0.08 [87]

Incremental Fit CFI 0.988 >0.95 [86]
NFI 0.966 >0.95 [85]

Parsimonious Fit χ2/df 1.524 1 to 3 [85]
Note: RMSEA—Root Mean Square Error of Approximation; SRMR—Standardized Root Mean Square Residual;
CFI—Comparative Fit Index; NFI—Normed Fit Index; χ2/df—Chi-squared per Degrees of Freedom.

4.4.1. Mediation Effect Analysis

Results identified that both affective and cognitive elements function as mediators
in the trust and reliance calibration process from XAI (see Table 8). For affect, anxiously
suspicious was the only insignificant mediator. Interestingly surprised mediates the appre-
ciation of the explanation form, trusting mediates explanation form and supplementary
information, and communication style and supplementary information for fearfully dis-
mayed. Relating to reliance, the insignificance of anxiously suspicious was still seen with
the path coming from it when mediated by perceived trust. As for the cognitive paths,
all proposed mediation of perceived trust and usefulness from the design elements were
significant. Overall, these findings highlight the initial proposed idea from the study that
affective path calibration exists in the use of XAI.

Table 8. Mediation effect analysis.

Group From Mediator To Std. Est. p-Value Mediated? a

Affective Trust

Explanation Form

Interestingly Surprised

Perceived Trust

0.289 0.001 Yes
Trusting 0.163 0.001 Yes

Fearfully Dismayed −0.020 0.159 No
Anxiously Suspicious 0.001 0.523 No

Communication Style

Interestingly Surprised

Perceived Trust

−0.015 0.489 No
Trusting −0.037 0.067 No

Fearfully Dismayed −0.108 0.015 Yes
Anxiously Suspicious −0.017 0.527 No

Supplementary Information

Interestingly Surprised

Perceived Trust

0.064 0.068 No
Trusting 0.078 0.046 Yes

Fearfully Dismayed 0.068 0.020 Yes
Anxiously Suspicious 0.005 0.475 No

Affective Reliance

Interestingly Surprised

Perceived Trust Reliance

0.239 0.001 Yes
Trusting 0.171 0.001 Yes

Fearfully Dismayed −0.070 0.013 Yes
Anxiously Suspicious −0.010 0.509 No

Cognitive Trust
Explanation Form

Perceived Usefulness Perceived Trust
0.023 0.009 Yes

Communication Style 0.211 0.008 Yes
Supplementary Information 0.010 0.036 Yes

Cognitive Reliance Perceived Usefulness Perceived Trust Reliance −0.099 0.007 Yes

Note: Std. Est.—Standard Estimate; a Evaluated at p-value < 0.05.

4.4.2. Direct Effect Analysis

Considering the results from the mediation analysis, relationships and design recom-
mendations were successfully drawn from the direct effect analysis. Of the 21 hypothesized
direct relationships, only 12 were identified to be statistically supported (see Table 9). As
for the design to emotions group, explanation form significantly relates to interestingly
surprised and trusting emotions. Communication style was significant to affect fearfully
dismayed and anxiously suspicious. Lastly, the presence of supplementary information
decreases fearfully dismayed.
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Table 9. Direct effect analysis.

Group From To Std. Est. p-Value Supported a

Design to Emotions

Explanation Form
(+Example, −Feature, Rule)

Interestingly Surprised 0.530 0.001 Yes
Trusting 0.419 0.002 Yes

Fearfully Dismayed 0.126 0.339 No
Anxiously Suspicious −0.032 0.806 No

Communication Style
(+Logic, −Human)

Interestingly Surprised −0.070 0.488 No
Trusting −0.257 0.081 No

Fearfully Dismayed 1.822 0.001 Yes
Anxiously Suspicious 1.783 0.001 Yes b

Supplementary Information
(+With, −Without)

Interestingly Surprised 0.117 0.068 No
Trusting 0.201 0.053 No

Fearfully Dismayed −0.432 0.006 Yes
Anxiously Suspicious −0.227 0.059 No

Emotions to Trust

Interestingly Surprised

Perceived Trust

0.545 0.001 Yes
Trusting 0.390 0.001 Yes

Fearfully Dismayed −0.158 0.017 Yes
Anxiously Suspicious −0.024 0.539 No

Design to Usefulness
Supplementary Information

Perceived Usefulness
0.045 0.224 No c

Communication Style −0.940 0.002 Yes
Explanation Form 0.100 0.006 Yes

Usefulness to Trust Perceived Usefulness Perceived Trust 0.225 0.007 Yes

Trust to Reliance Perceived Trust Reliance 0.439 0.001 Yes

Note: Std. Est.—Standard Estimate; a Evaluated at p-value < 0.05; b unsupported from the mediation analysis;
c supported from the mediation analysis.

For emotion to trust, all emotions aside from anxiously suspicious have a significant
relationship to perceived trust. Particularly, users that felt interestingly surprised and
trusting reported higher perceived trust, while reporting the opposite when fearfully
dismayed was felt. As for the cognitive-based groups, perceived usefulness has a positive
relationship with perceived trust. This stemmed from explanation form and communication
style design elements being significant. Supplementary information, although identified be
part of the mediated path, was insignificant for the direct test showing the possibility of
partial mediation [88]. Lastly, perceived trust has a significant positive relationship with
reliance. Given that each design was dichotomously coded for the analysis, translating the
results to design means

• Example-based explanation increases interestingly surprised, trusting emotions, and
perceived usefulness, while feature- and rule-based explanation decreases them.

• Logic robotic increases fearfully dismayed plus anxiously suspicious emotions and de-
creases perceived usefulness, while humanized communication functions the opposite.

• The presence of supplementary information decreases fearfully dismayed emotions,
while the absence of it increases the effect.

4.4.3. Moderation Effect Analysis

Only half of the moderators were identified to have a significant effect. As shown
in Table 10, the nested comparisons for AI anxiety and incidental emotions for human
factors, while reliability and experience for the AI factors received a p-value less than
0.05, highlighted the substantial concurring difference from the full default model. With
these results, deeper analysis was performed to identify the source of moderation on a
per-path basis.
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Table 10. Global multi-group moderation effect analysis.

Group Moderation Model DF CMIN p-Value Moderated? a

Human Factors

AI Anxiety 21.000 41.212 0.005 Yes
Incidental Emotion 21.000 63.314 0.000 Yes
Trust Disposition 21.000 21.940 0.403 No
XAI Experience 21.000 22.810 0.354 No

AI Factors

AI Reliability 21.000 73.497 0.000 Yes
Learning Capability 21.000 16.260 0.755 No

Brand 21.000 13.083 0.906 No
Experience 21.000 34.021 0.036 Yes

Note: DF—Degrees of Freedom; CMIN—Chi-square statistics; p-value—Significance; a Evaluated at
p-value < 0.05.

The results from the individual fit test for all moderation runs also favored the global
results. As shown in Table 11, the CFI, SRMR, and PClose all passed the thresholds assuring
capability for further exploration. Take note that these are the measures used considering
the data were truncated due to the stratification. More so, these are insensitive with low
sample size and corresponding degrees of freedom [87,89].

Table 11. Local moderation test fit scores.

Group Moderation Model Runs CFI SRMR PClose Fit? a

Human Factors
AI Anxiety High AI Anxiety 0.986 0.032 0.054 Yes

Low AI Anxiety 1.000 0.021 0.754 Yes

Incidental Emotion
Positive Incidental Emotion 1.000 0.008 0.892 Yes

Negative Incidental Emotion 0.994 0.028 0.283 Yes

AI Factors
AI Reliability High AI Reliability 1.000 0.014 0.587 Yes

Low AI Reliability 0.952 0.051 0.050 Yes

Experience Short Experience 1.000 0.008 0.892 Yes
Long Experience 0.994 0.028 0.283 Yes

Note: CFI—Comparative Fit Index; SRMR—Standardized Root Mean Square Residual; PClose—p of close fit;
a Considered fit if all measures passed the threshold: CFI > 0.95, SRMR < 0.08, PClose > 0.05 [85].

The local effect surfaced varying degrees of moderation per relationship, as presented
in Table 12. For AI anxiety, the difference seen was mainly that values are higher with the
low group than with the high group in three key areas. First, when fearfully dismayed
emotions were felt, users with high AI anxiety experienced lower perceived trust than those
who have low AI anxiety (β = −0.059 vs. β = 0.021, z-score = 2.195 and p-value = 0.014).
Second, when exposed to a logic-robotic communication style, users in the high group have
lower perceived usefulness than the low group (β = 0.804 vs. β = 1.185, z-score = 1.762
and p-value = 0.039). Lastly, for the relationship between perceived trust and reliance,
users in the high group have lower reliance than the low group (β = 0.804 vs. β = 1.185,
z-score = 1.762 and p-value = 0.039).

Table 12. Local multi-group moderation difference effect analysis.

From To Est. p-Value Est. p-Value z-Score p-Value a

High AI Anxiety Low AI Anxiety
Fearfully Dismayed Perceived Trust −0.059 0.044 0.021 0.331 2.195 0.014

Communication Style Perceived Usefulness −0.970 0.000 −0.790 0.000 2.442 0.007
Perceived Trust Reliance 0.804 0.000 1.185 0.000 1.762 0.039
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Table 12. Cont.

From To Est. p-Value Est. p-Value z-Score p-Value a

Pos. Inci. Emotion Neg. Inci. Emotion
Supplementary Information Interestingly Surprised −0.979 0.026 0.457 0.209 2.513 0.006
Supplementary Information Trusting −1.001 0.032 0.137 0.725 1.868 0.031

Trusting Perceived Trust −0.017 0.681 0.174 0.000 4.081 0.000
Fearfully Dismayed Perceived Trust −0.045 0.148 0.023 0.035 2.071 0.019

Communication Style Perceived Usefulness −1.058 0.000 −0.875 0.000 2.096 0.018
Perceived Usefulness Perceived Trust 0.196 0.029 0.028 0.331 1.780 0.038

High AI Reliability Low AI Reliability
Trusting Perceived Trust 0.064 0.076 0.223 0.000 3.416 0.000

Fearfully Dismayed Perceived Trust −0.073 0.026 0.027 0.250 2.479 0.007

Short Experience Long Experience
Trusting Perceived Trust 0.184 0.000 0.095 0.012 1.859 0.032

Fearfully Dismayed Perceived Trust 0.018 0.177 −0.046 0.117 1.987 b 0.023

Note: Pos.—Positive; Neg.—Negative; Inci.—Incidental; Est.—Unstandardized Estimate; a Evaluated at
p-value < 0.05; b Significant z-score difference and p-value but with insignificant per moderated run estimates.

For incidental emotions, six paths were identified to be significantly moderated. In
terms of dampening effect, when supplementary information was provided, users with pos-
itive incidental emotions experienced lower interestingly surprised and trusting emotions
than those with negative (β = −0.979 vs. β = 0.457, z-score = 2.513 and p-value = 0.006 and
β = −1.001 vs. β = 0.137, z-score = 1.868 and p-value = 0.031). Next, the effect of perceived
trust is lower for the positive group than the negative group when trusting and fearfully
dismayed emotions were felt (β = −0.017 vs. β = 0.174, z-score = 4.081 and p-value = 0.000
and β = −0.045 vs. β = 0.023, z-score = 2.071 and p-value = 0.019). Both conditions highlight
that positive incidental emotions resulted in a decrease in effect towards supplementary in-
formation and perceived trust. In contrary, there are also amplification effects that surfaced
from the moderation. First when logic-robotic communication style was used, the nega-
tive group had a higher perception of usefulness than the positive group (β = −0.875 vs.
β = −1.058, z-score = 2.096 and p-value = 0.018). In addition, perceived trust was higher in
the positive group relative to perceived usefulness (β = 0.196 vs. β = 0.028, z-score = 1.780
and p-value = 0.038).

Aside from incidental emotion, the same moderated paths for reliability and experi-
ence were determined. Specifically, these are the affective paths from trusting and fearfully
dismayed emotion to perceived trust. For both instances, low AI reliability and short experi-
ence have higher perceived trust when trusting (β = 0.223 vs. β = 0.064, z-score = 3.416 and
p-value = 0.000; β = 0.184 vs. β = 0.095, z-score = 1.859 and p-value = 0.032) and fearfully
dismayed emotions (β = 0.027 vs. β = −0.073, z-score = 2.479 and p-value = 0.007; β = 0.018
vs. β = −0.046, z-score = 1.987 and p-value = 0.023) were experienced.

5. Discussion

Considering the quantitative results from the experiment and subsequent interviews,
the study was able to successfully analyze the postulated objectives for the end-user
XAI consideration.

5.1. Objective 1: Confirmation of Affective Trust Calibration for XAI

Affect was determined to be a variable route for trust calibration. This was established
through the causal relationship test, anchored on the mediation analysis of the SEM. No-
tably, emotions belonging to the group of interestingly surprised (e.g., interested, excited,
surprised, pleased, and amazed), trusting (e.g., happy, confident, secure, proud, and trust-
ing), and fearfully dismayed (e.g., dismayed, afraid, fear, angry, and sad) were identified
to be significant mediators for trust and reliance in a behavioral and use change view.
On the other hand, anxiously suspicious (e.g., suspicious, concerned, confused, nervous,
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and anxious) emotions were unsupported. In terms of relationships, both interestingly
surprised and trusting emotions have a positive relation to trust, while fearfully dismayed
observe a negative stance. All of these were validated jointly with the significant mediation
of the cognitive route showing that trust calibration can happen on the two routes.

Insights from the interview also second the confirmation of the variability of the
affective route alongside the cognitive route. By synthesizing the claims, distinctively,
participants can be divided into two types: people who value emotions and people who
value information. The former works when intuition or perception were the mode of
assessment, while the latter when information quality deliberation happens. This obser-
vation resonates with the elaboration likelihood model (ELM) of persuasion of Petty and
Cacioppo [90], which is essentially a theory about the thinking process in the context of
persuasion variables. Contextually, this is called the central route when high elaboration
happens on the detail presented, while peripheral when low. Further, the interview also
uncovered the same consideration of motivation and ability from ELM which dictates what
route of trust calibration the user will follow. If they have high motivation (i.e., invested in
the task reward, high curiosity with the XAI, aiming for a high score in the experiment)
and high ability (i.e., understanding of the information on XAI, perceived expertise with
the task), they will follow a cognitive path or central route, and affective or peripheral for
the opposite.

Overall, these findings offset the running hypothesis on how XAI induces trust as
determined in previous review studies [8,24]. This shows that XAI works similarly to other
cues in the field of HCI that transverse on both trust calibration routes. Considering this
study is a pioneer for testing the affective route, further studies can work on measuring
such elaboration to analyze the differences in various contexts to ultimately check the
variability of each route.

5.2. Objective 2: Effect of Different XAI Designs and Importance of End-User Centric Approach

For the design, two important observations were recognized. First, the pre-study was
able to identify that certain design elements are being considered in the utility assessment
of an XAI. From the survey, explanation form, communication style, and use of supplemen-
tary information rest on the top of the perceived important design element list. Notably,
reasoning from the interview showed that these are selected as they provide the ability
to see the rules AI rules, give an idea of the information used in such decision-making,
and learn the details of the process. This shows that perceived important XAI design
mainly echoes the original purpose of XAI among other things. For example, aesthetics
can be considered. Text size and color are design elements but only very few noted their
importance as they do not perform a critical role in explaining.

The next observation is that XAI design elements play a significant role both for the
affective and cognitive trust calibration route, with changing each configuration producing
different results. As deduced via SEM, design change will yield distinctive effects on
emotions and cognitive evaluation (see Table 13 for the summary of effects). The varying
effect theoretically implies that for XAI, design functions on a deeper level—a micro view
as configuration rather than a macro view through categorical effect.

The key findings support and explain the significant elaboration routes and ELM
parallelism reflected in the first objective. The second objective unfolds that in the de-
velopment of XAI, aside from the information it carries, the design also matters. More
so, the common consensus highlights the subsistence of a general structure for possible
design prioritization when developing an XAI. This means that the identified effects can be
leveraged to create a targeted XAI for an optimized utility function for an XAI. For example,
to increase trust and reliance, an XAI featuring an example-based explanation form can be
tapped to have a positive change to interestingly surprised and trusting emotions, or can
use human-like communication to simply remove the feeling of fearfully dismayed and
anxiously suspicious emotions. Overall, the observations shed light on the importance of
design and its variability for an end-user-centric XAI.
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Table 13. Summary of affect and cognitive change per design element.

Design Element Type Interestingly
Surprised Trusting Fearfully

Dismayed
Anxiously
Suspicious

Perceived
Usefulness

Explanation Form Example + + × × +
Feature and Rule − − × × −

Communication Style Logic × × + + −
Human × × − − +

Supplementary Information With × × − × ×
Without × × + × ×

Note: “+” means increasing; “−” means decreasing; “×” unsupported relationship.

5.3. Objective 3: External Factors Delimiting XAI Effect

The results also identified that external factors are a point worth noting when devel-
oping an XAI, with both human (i.e., AI anxiety and incidental emotions) and AI factors
(i.e., reliability and experience) being viable. This implies that XAI utility effectiveness
works beyond the design and information as situational factors are also significant. For
example, supplementary information will only cause a significant negative affective change
on interestingly surprised if they have positive incidental emotions. Viewing the XAI
development in this light further denotes that to mitigate transparency, design should be
contextualized on the situational need of the implementation.

In addition, commentaries from the interview suggest that the moderation works on
a per AI-type experience basis. For example, a user with a bad experience with image
recognition carried this in the experiment with higher anxiety, negative incidental emotion,
and lower perception of the AI reliability, even though they have a good experience relative
to the other types. This infers that XAI, being a complementary element, was evaluated
after the AI system was assessed, opening the idea that the XAI effect might differ for other
AI use cases. A possible extension of the study can be performed to check this idea.

6. Conclusions

Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) has successfully addressed the black box trust
problem of artificial intelligence (AI) by allowing users to gain a human-level understanding
of how AI works, even if they have limited knowledge on the complex machine learning
algorithms that power it. However, concerns that current XAI techniques have been
delimited in terms of their applicability and impact have been highlighted in the recent
years. Particularly, the exploration has determined that it focuses more on the needs of
developers and not end-users, putting AI adoption in a critical position. To provide the
necessary viewpoint, this study aimed to explore end-user-centric XAI.

For the first objective, which aims to determine how an end-user calibrates trust from
XAI, it was identified that it not only serves as a cognitive resource but also as an affective
cue for trust and reliance change. Effectively, this study argues that XAI can be used as
an information resource and irrationally via emotions through its affective contributions.
Continuing that, another claim identified in the study is that information carried out by
the XAI is not the only determinant for both routes. The study tested and identified
that design—or manner by which XAI is presented—can also alter its effectiveness. This
answers the second objective regarding the factors that can viably change trust from an
XAI. Lastly, as for the third and fourth objective, which looked on the moderating factors
in the trust calibration process, evidence showed that human and AI factors were capable
to influence the effect. This includes anxiety and incidental emotion for the former, while
AI reliability and experience for the latter. Overall, the study successfully filled in the
theoretical gap acknowledged from the research stream. It opened a new understanding of
the routes by which XAI calibrates trust, the importance of its design, and external factors
that may alter its effectiveness.
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6.1. Implications

Considering the findings from the study, several implications can be drawn both in
theoretical and managerial landscapes. For theoretical, as this study viably determined that
XAI also functions in the affective trust route, it opens a new path of research regarding
XAI effectiveness and subsequently poses important delimitation on previous research
that only approached calibration through cognitive route. Possibly, revisiting such studies
can be carried out to firm up the findings relative to the importance of integral emotions.
In terms of development, the study also creates a new paradigm on the course of XAI
improvement research.

For the managerial, the results create a better position for the implementors and users.
For the former, developers and designers can use the findings on how to better leverage
the effect of XAI towards trust. For instance, they can reorient the XAI to induce more
positive emotions or use XAI more on systems where the primary customers are those with
high anxiety (e.g., telehealth applications, banking, security, driving). Moving on, for the
users, if the results are operationalized, they can have a better interaction with AI systems,
possibly allowing effective adoption.

Aside from the positive implications, another side that can be drawn from the results
is the possibility of misusing XAI. From the findings, it highlights that not all users use
XAI as an information resource for mental model calibration; some only use it as a cue. In
addition, design can manipulate emotions that later affect trust and reliance. In this chain,
faulty and manipulative XAI can be simply shown in the system and be effective if the
design can produce a positive effect on the user.

6.2. Limitations and Direction for Future Research

Although the study has filled in an important research gap and has followed a well-
planned methodology, there have been limitations that should be addressed for future
research. First, the study can be extended and retested under different domains. This is
recommended to strengthen the claims from the study and to identify the limitations of
the relationship. Possibly, different purpose, level of sensitivity, and stakeholders can be
viewed. In line with that, secondly, the study can be expanded to check on other types
of XAI other than the tested type in the study. In the experiment, the focus has been on
visual imagery type since it complements the nature of the AI system selected (i.e., image
recognition). Other types such as tree diagrams or textual can be tested. Third, moderator
testing can be improved by expanding its limits. For instance, the experience can be viewed
for a longer time frame (e.g., 2 weeks) to have a broader and more realistic view of the
relationships. This is recommended as the post-interview surfaced it on multiple occasions.
Lastly, a cross demographical view can be conducted to check on differences between less
and highly adopted AI communities as this directly affects the use of XAI.
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